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Check your vocabulary! 
PARTNER A 

Describe the vocabulary words with your partner WITHOUT saying the word… 
 
Directions: 

1. Pick a partner. Decide who is partner A and who is partner B. 
 

2. Partner A looks at the vocabulary words on their sheet. Do not let Partner B see the 
words! Partner A must describe the word without saying the word itself to their partner, 
so that Partner B can guess the correct vocabulary word.  For example: if vocabulary 
word #1 is “bald.” How could you describe “bald” without using the word? Someone who 
doesn’t have any hair. And your partner would guess “bald?” Once your partner guesses 
the word correctly, move on to the next word. 

 
Partner A vocabulary words (Don’t let Partner B see!): 

1. Friendship 
2. To stand someone up (on a date) 
3. Enduring 
4. Acquaintance 

 
3. Switch roles! Partner B will now get Partner A to guess the words on Partner B’s sheet. 

 
 

Check your vocabulary! 
PARTNER B 

Describe the vocabulary words with your partner WITHOUT saying the word… 
 
Directions: 

1. Pick a partner. Decide who is partner A and who is partner B.  
 

2. Partner A looks at the vocabulary words on their sheet. Do not let Partner B see the 
words! Partner A must describe the word without saying the word itself to their partner, 
so that Partner B can guess the correct vocabulary word.  For example: if vocabulary 
word #1 is “bald.” How could you describe “bald” without using the word?  Someone 
who doesn’t have any hair. And your partner would guess “bald?”  Once your partner 
guesses the word correctly, move on to the next word. 

 
3. Switch roles! Partner B will now get Partner A to guess the words on Partner B’s sheet. 

 
Partner B vocabulary words (Don’t let Partner A see!): 

1. Romantic 
2. To lie (to someone) 
3. Soul-mate 
4. Fleeting 


